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Its technical manager is Dr.Sooren. Pezeshkian, who 
is the former and the pioneer of Concentrates in Iran. This 
grand manufactory is equipped with witte-Lastrup ma-
chineries from Germany.

This advanced manufactory was founded in a ceremony 
by attending of: province general,

The manager of mine and industries organization, one 
of representatives in Majlis, governor general, director 
general of veterinary organization and some of high man-
agers of Chom Province.

Oil extraction from tea seed, for the first time in Iran
Mr. Ali. Moharrer, The new manager of Tea associa-

tion expressed: “We are facing with 20,000 wasting 
figure annually in our Tea gardens, meanwhile our gar-
deners easily Can Collect and Sell them, so they will 
provide more income for their family”

“Further more most of our gardeners are as single 
product with limited and small gardens, so establish-
ment of oil extraction from Tea Seed will increase their 
income. This oil is as benefit as olive oil.

“This foundation will be started with supporting of private sectors, while we 
need more supports of jihad-e-agriculture ministry.

Answering to World Trade Orgnization about Iran`s Trading 
Situation

Deputy of minister, undersecretary of Commerce organization told: “The 
members of International Trade organization asked us about 700 questionaries 

about our Country`s trading. 59 associations and 
units helped us; About 50 associations answered 
to 550 questions, while about 400 questions will 
be observed and prepared for the last phase”

He mentioned that the remained questions will 
be checked and submitted as soon as posssible.
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The last interview of Minister and existed ambiguities 
In this article, Editorial in chief of “Damparvaran” refering to the 

interview of the minister of jihad-e-agriculture in 18.Bahman.1389, as 
his last interview in this year;

An interview which by has been statistics for our Country`s agricul-
ture. Such as: specifying facilities for National Developement Fund, 
supporting from fuels and water transportation systems, replacing worn 
out tractors and machineries, increasing investigation shares, giving 
loans to farmers, giving facilities for high-pressured irrigating systems and so on.

Of course these assertions are hopeful, but we are actually meeting two ambiguity 
and questions: first, will these figures really be fulfilled? And will these figures be seen 
in our farms?

Second, If these figures are real and applicable, why the society representatives are 
Continously insist to impeaching of the minister of jihad- e-agriculture? Won`t this 
complex and ambiguity situation decline further agriculture investigations?

Dr.S.Khalilian: our agriculture Section is stepping new phases of 
development

The minister of Jihad-agriculture asserted in an interview: “we are spec-
ifying annually 5000 milliard tommans to develepement of infrustruc-
tures.

He added: “why we compare our agriculture situation before and after 
our revolution, we will confront with higher Cultivated farms, increased 

export income for our products, gener ating 130,000 new jobs, developing highly pres-
sured irrigating systems, supporting the milk producers and forming the House of milk, 
developing farm nearby dams, facilities awarded to agricultural secters by National 
Development Fund”

“We`ve managed in future planning to improve this basic sector to 7 percentage, and 
also increasing the investigation share from 5 percentage to 10, “ he mentioned.

Establishment of the most advanced poultry feed manufactory 
equipped with Witte-Lastrup machineries in Iran

Aria-Dun Manufactory has formed with  Production potential consist of: 150,000 
tonnes poultry feed in types of powder, krumpt, pellets with new formulla in industrial 
region of Shokoohideh-Ghom.
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